Aalisarneq / Fishing in Greenland

Shrimps:

Here in Greenland shrimps have 2 different categories, the first one is fishing shrimps near Greenland (Town). And the second one is sailing over open waters. And the total allowable catch is around 115,000 tons, the ones that are sailing over open waters they have a total of 57% total allowable catch. And the ones that catching shrimps near Greenland (Town) have 43% total allowable catch. The ones who sailing over the open waters have with the catch for around 75% and the rest of the 25% is going into the factories in Greenland. The ones that catching shrimps near Greenland, they catch in the vicinity of the coast. They must sell it to the nearest factories in 100% in Greenland, it can be sold like around 8 to 11 DKK depending on the how fresh the shrimps are or how many shrimps are in the 1 kilo/gram of the shrimps.
Halibut: It's almost the same as a shrimp, the also have 2 different categories, to the fishermen those with smaller boats, like under 6 meters are considered small boat and to those over 6 meters are considered bigger boat. To the smaller boat have common laws when it reaches the limit, they can't fish the rest of the fishing season. And the one who have bigger boat have no limit. Ilulissat is one of the best fishing places in Greenland and 1 kilo/gram of Halibut costs for around 23.50 DKK and the small one's costs for around 21 DKK.

White Whale / Narwhale: Whale hunters have also limit, hunters in Ilulissat and in Settlements only can catch up to 3 white whales if they have hunting license, and they can catch 1 Narwhale. Those who are not hunters but have license they are not allowed to sell the narwhale/White whale. But to those who are hunters that have license they are allowed to sell their own narwhale/white whale. The whale skin of the narwhal/White whale they can be sold for 225 DKK per 1 kilo/gram. And the meat can be sold for around 55 DKK per 1 kilo/gram. And in the south of Greenland whales can be more expensive. And they can be sold for over 225 DKK because it is rare in the South Greenland.
Fishing is the main source of income in Greenland. Many people still rely on subsisstance hunting and fishing to provide for their families.
A lot of rural communities rely on hunting and fishing for survival. Food from shops, greens and vegetables are very expensive, and many cannot afford it.

In bigger cities, it is almost the opposite. People get their food from the shops, everything is shipped or flown in, and prices on greens and vegetables are very high compared to other places in the world.

The prices on traditional greenlandic food, is high in the cities, so here instead of being an everyday food, it becomes a delicacy, something you only serve on special occasions.

Some pictures of local foods in Greenland:
Dried fish:
Trout:

Reindeer, shrimp, whale skin (Mattak) fish, and blubber from a seal: